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Abstract
This paper reports preliminary results achieved during the experimentation of a new real time localization
system, especially designed in support of hospitals’ emergency management. This system represents the first
step of a wider ongoing research project, carried on by the authors in collaboration with the academic spinoff company Smart Space Solutions SRL, aimed at the developing of the W.E.M.A.S. (Wireless Emergency
Management Aiding System) system, whose final aim is increasing hospitals’ efficiency in the management of
the maxi emergencies consequent to disasters. WEMAS uses advanced wireless localization tracking and
communication technologies to provide a number of features, such as: patient’s flows and patient’s
healthcare progress tracking, equipment and medical personnel tracking, triage information management,
ambulance scheduling and early communication of patient status from ambulance to the receiving
emergency division. As a side effect, WEMAS system will equip hospitals with this new network
infrastructure to optimize patient logistics for routine management. This paper describes also tests
performed on the first release of WEMAS system, in the Emergency Division of the Hospital of Senigallia
(Italy), demonstrating its features and technological feasibility.
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1.

Introduction

This paper concerns the first step of a wider ongoing research project, named WEMAS (Wireless
Emergency Management Aiding System), and carried out by the Department of Architecture Constructions
and Structures (DACS) of the Polytechnic University of Marche, the academic spin-off company Smart
Space Solutions SRL and the hospital of Senigallia.
The WEMAS, that will be developed to increase hospitals’ emergency divisions efficiency in the
management of maxi-emergencies consequent to disasters, in its final release will provide the following
functionalities: support to first aid management on disaster fields; support to patient transfer from disaster
field to hospital; support to emergency division activities within hospital.
As a consequence, the WEMAS will have positive implications also in hospitals’ daily activities, allowing
patients’ healthcare flow tracking, optimization of resource management and also facility tracking to prevent
loss or robbery attempts.
The project is compliant to the Marche Region’s legislation that, by means of the regional act “DGR
49/2004”, imposes that every hospital must arrange a PEIMAF plan (“Piano di Emergenza Massiccio
Afflusso Feriti”) devoted to coordination of hospital’s activities in case of massive victim afflux consequent
to disasters.
Nevertheless, empirical experience has attested the inadequacy of the PEIMAF plan in maxi-emergencies
management, because of the adoption of traditional communication and management instruments. Even the
most recent research, carried out in countries very sensitive to catastrophic events, like Japan or USA,
realized inadequacy of traditional means when coping with catastrophic events (Wickramasinghe et al. 2006).
The last catastrophic event is represented by September the 11th attacks, when inefficient communication
between disaster field and neighbor hospitals was experienced.
Nowadays, limits could be fortunately overcame by the advent of recent IC technologies, providing a
valid support in hospital’s activities management (Chao et al. 2007), like faster patient’s identification,
patients’ healthcare progress real-time tracking and so on. Some examples of such systems have been
developed, tested and adopted in hospitals, but they all tend to be very invasive, moreover when installed in
existing buildings.
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This paper
p
presentss first studiess, aimed at developing a first
f
WEMASS system releaase for emerggency
divisions, carried out byy the authors tthrough the fo
ollowing stepss:
 perfformance anallyses to discern
n the system’s main function
nalities;
 firstt localization experimental
e
ttests, to perfo
orm the reliab
bility of the syystem, through
h the use of signal
s
quallity indices (th
hese tests havee been carried out in one off the most diffficult environm
ments: the hospital
of Senigallia).
S
The syystem will be based on ZiggBee technolo
ogy, as it provvides such a tiiny structure, considered crritical
for fast an
nd reliable com
mmunication.
2.

Statee of the Art

PEIMA
AF standard plans
p
organize rescues opeerations on a three level sttructure: organization of a field
hospital fo
or first aid; victims
v
transfeer form disastter scene to hospital;
h
victim
m managemen
nt and care within
w
hospital’s divisions.

4.Temporaary hospitalizattion

1.Holdinng room
3.Treatiing rooms
2.Triage

b)
a)
Figure 1.
1 Senigallia Hospital
H
Emerggency Divisio
on organization
n in daily routtine (a) and re-organization of
victimss paths in casee of disaster management
m
(b
b).
AF is applied just in case off massive patieent flux and requires to fullly re-organize rescue operattions,
PEIMA
from theirr triage to furrther medical care (Figure 1).
1 As it can be
b noticed fro
om comparingg the two parrts of
Figure 1, in case of dissaster Senigalllia hospital em
mergency divvision occupiees new areas, involving theem in
victims’ caare process. Figure
F
1-b also
o shows that victim’s flowss follow different courses in
i relation to their
triage codde. Due to the
t involvemeent of all ho
ospital divisio
ons, it requires a constan
nt and contin
nuous
communiccation between
n personnel, n
not achievablee through stan
ndard commun
nication proto
ocols.
The in
ntroduction of
o Radio Freqquency Identiification techn
nologies coulld give a great impulse to
o the
development of innovvative real-time managem
ment systemss, applied att different complex operrative
pitals. These systems, baseed upon vario
ous communiication protoccols (WiFi, IR
RDA,
environmeents like hosp
RFID, UW
WB) have beeen installed an
nd employed in few hospitaals. However they
t
all presen
nt the same liimits,
such as:
1) hiigh power con
nsumption, requiring conneection to the electric
e
system
m;
2) in
nvasive installaations of big ssized devices and
a cabling.
For thaat reason, the WEMAS pro
oject wants to release a new product.
3.

The New Approaach Brought about by Ou
ur W.E.M.A.S
S.

Table 1 illustrates th
he results of aanalyses carrieed out togetheer with the ho
ospital of Sen
nigallia’s perso
onnel,
o all the functiionalities that could be reassonably proviided by the WEMAS
W
for auutomating hospital
relative to
practices. For instance, check-in wouuld change it standard proccedures (assign
nment of a paaper form to every
e
her ID, triage code and heaalth status), in favor of a badge to be auto
omatically upddated
patient containing his/h
he frailty of paper
p
during patient’s healthccare progress. The main liimit of the standard practtice lays in th
documentts and risks off document losss.
Insteadd, according to
o the WEMA
AS, patient’s ID
D and data willl be recordedd in the centraal hospital dataabase
through a local computter unit or a P
PDA, passing through emerrgency division’s intra-netw
work. The sam
me ID
o associated to
o a bracelet w
worn by the paatient and containing a Zigb
bee End-Devicce dispositive,, able
will be also
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to communiccate with porttable and fixeed wireless deevices of a neetwork installled in the hospital. Portable
devices will also
a be providded to doctorrs, nurses andd hospital assets, allowing for real time monitoring of
o
patients and healthcare
h
reso
ources’ positio
ons.
Tab
ble 1. The WE
EMAS’ features foreseen fo
or the final releease.

Queryy
-

Alert
-

Check outt
Patient’s idenntification
Healthcare pllan
Clinical paraameters
Real-time loca
cation
Timeling
Available ressource

-

Addmission
Dim
mission
Selflf-dimission

Health carre

Trriage code assignaation

-

Request

Patient’s suppport call
Patient’s cliniical parameter m
monitoring
Patient’s drifft
Robbery attem
mpts
Healthcare progress tracking

-

Meedical expertise scouting
s
and conssulting
Meedical test or insttrument reservatiion
Busy
sy
Calll monitoring

n, by means of
o their PDAs, doctors will be able to vissualize patientt’s identity andd his healthcarre
In addition
progress, by connecting to patients’ brracelets. Thro
ough their deevices they co
ould also ask for a mediccal
own in Figure 3.
expertise scouuting and conssulting, as sho

b)
a)
Figure 2. Traaditional triagee paper (a); Prrogrammation
n and Assignattion of patientt’s identificatio
on bracelet (b)).

2
2.
3.
1.
4
4.
5.
hrough mediccal PDAs
Figure 3. The proceddure for “Meddical expertise scouting and consulting” th
4.

The WE
EMAS Techn
nology

The WEM
MAS providess its features through harddware and so
oftware components based on the IEEE
802.15.4 standard medium
m access and Z
Zigbee stack communicatio
c
on protocol. These
T
protoco
ols are intendeed
mbedded appliccations requirring low data rates
r
and low power consuumption, and present
p
a lot of
o
for use in em
useful properrties to be imp
plemented in h
health care wo
orkplaces (Lorrincz et al. 20006).
ZigBee's current
c
focus is to define a general-purrpose, cheap, self-organizin
ng mesh netw
work. There arre
several advan
ntages provideed by the Ziggbee protocol, that make it strategic fo
or hospital en
nvironments: it
works in ISM
M band; it is reeliable and selff healing; it suupports large number
n
of no
odes (16 bit adddress space); it
is easy to deploy; it allows very
v long batttery life; it is a safe and low cost technolo
ogy.
3
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The WEMAS exploits three Zigbee device types (Figure 4-a), compliant to standard application profile:
each one presenting specific features, as depicted in Table 2.
Our WEMAS devices are equipped with the integrated radio and microcontroller Chipcon/Texas
Instruments CC2431 chip with 128K flash memory. CC2431 has an embedded localization hardware engine,
which estimates the position of a node by evaluating the received signal strength (RSSI) attenuation (Michel
et al. 2006), according to the Path Loss Model (PLM) formula:

RSSI = −( A + 10 ⋅ n ⋅ Log 10 (d ))

(eq. 1)
where d represents the distance in meters from the sender node, while A is the received signal in dBm at
a distance of one meter with a sending power of 0dbm.
The decentralized localization algorithm is performed entirely by the “blind” node, reducing the
communication costs and bottlenecks. A mobile node who wants to evaluate its position sends a broadcast
message to all ZRs of the network in its radio range; each ZR replies with a short message whose payload
contains its fixed coordinates and the message’s RSSI received, measured in dBm (see Figure 4-b). At least
three RSSI indications are then written in the location hardware registers with ZRs coordinates, A and n
values of the PLM formula in eq. 1. Output contains the coordinates of the evaluated position. The
procedure to evaluate A and n values is described in (Chipcon/Texas Instruments 2007).
Table 2. ZigBee device types with their features
Zigbee Coordinator (ZC)
Zigbee Router (ZR)
Zigbee End-Device
(ZED)
•
•
•
•

one and only one required
for each ZB network;
initiates
network
formation;
acts as 802.15.4 PAN
coordinator (FFD);
not necessarily dedicated
device,
can
perform
applications.

•
•
•
•

may associate with ZC or
with previously associated
ZR;
acts
as
802.15.4
coordinator (FFD);
local address (destination)
allocation/de-allocation;
participates in multi-hop
routing of messages.

•

mobile node;

•

shall
not
association;

•

shall not participate in
routing;

•

put to sleep by parents.

allow

The engine is not capable to evaluate node’s position if less than three ZRs reply to the broadcast
request. In this case the position can be evaluate through gate control. The utilization of a dedicated
hardware reduces considerably the delay of the mathematical process. The Zigbee standard profile suggests
to have main powered ZR, in order to maintain the radio transceiver in listen mode and have the possibility
of routing messages throughout the network. The necessity of using cables dramatically decreases the
flexibility of the network in existent hospital environments, because fixed nodes have to be placed in
proximity of an electrical source. However the Zigbee specifications allow to use a synchronous
communication protocol which uses a special type of message called beacon.
The beacon is a sync message, which defines a time interval for message passing, but increases extremely
the latency, in order to minimize duty cycle. WEMAS system uses a new approach, developed by the
academic spin-off Smart Space Solutions srl. This proprietary protocol is intended for reduce ZR’s duty cycle
in asynchronous mode. It allows the arrangement of full wireless networks, because battery powered,
requiring minimum maintenance efforts, with a 2 years long power life.
Each ZR node remains in sleep mode for reducing power consumption until it has to route a message or
reply to a request. In these cases an asynchronous signal wakes it up from sleep and allows it to work
without waiting for a sync.
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b)
a)
Figure 4. example of a mesh Zigbeee network (a); RSSI based message
m
exchaange for localizzation (b).
The localizzation hardwaare engine andd the low pow
wer communiccation capabiliities, combined with the sellfhealing property, make the
t
WEMAS extremely suuitable for hospitals
h
with
h respect to other trackin
ng
technologies.
RFID hass a lower rangge, compared w
with costs of readers, and interference problems
p
with
h existing LAN
N
networks. Ziggbee compliaant devices in
nstead aren’t subject
s
to siggnificant interrference with other wirelesss
technologies. In (ZigBee Alliance
A
20077) it is showeed how in adddition to DSSSS (direct seequence spreaad
ortunities for coexistence by
b
spectrum) tecchnology, the 802.15.4 phyysical layer prrotocol increaases the oppo
employing a technique, geenerally know
wn as frequen
ncy division multiple
m
accesss (FDMA). Even with th
he
techniques deescribed abovee, a ZigBee deevice may findd itself sharingg a channel wiith interferers. The approacch
taken by the IEEE
I
in the 802.15.4
8
standdard is known as carrier sensse multiple access (CSMA). Both tests an
nd
everyday use in
i real environ
nments with rreal data trafficc bear prove ZigBee’s
Z
robuustness.
Infrared systems
s
need to have a lline of sight to
o communicaate one anoth
her and havee not compleex
communicatio
on capabilitiess, so it can b
be used just fo
or gate contro
ol. Instead Ziigbee devices do not sufferrs
multipath effe
fects, thanks to application of mesh netw
working. Sincee multiple patths exist in a mesh network,
messages can
n be sent into several direcctions. If one path is lost for
f some reassons or the lin
nk budget of a
connection is too low, the message
m
is likely to direct itt along anotheer path.
ws very accurrate positionin
ng, but it is verry expensive and
a complex.
UWB allow
Wi-Fi boaasts a higher range, but th
he infrastructuure is expensiive and needss electric pow
wer. The sign
nal
strength of a Zigbee devvice is propo
ortional to th
he transmissio
on power andd decreases in
i presence of
o
obstructions such
s
as doors or walls (Figuure 5).
Some enviironments neeed to increase the number of
o ZR to main
ntain redundan
ncy and avoid bottlenecks.

Figure 5. Signal
S
attenuattion in corresp
pondence of different
d
kinds of obstructio
ons (OneRF Technology,
T
20007).
5.

Prelimin
nary Experim
ments on the Wemas Reaal-time Locallization Systeem

As previo
ously explaineed, in order tto assure thaat all the WE
EMAS’ featurees will work properly, it is
necessary to develop
d
a reliaable wireless ssensor networrk (i.e. reliablee communicatiion among alll the nodes thaat
is measured th
hrough RSSI received
r
by evvery ZR within
n radio range)).
Preliminarry tests were performed
p
in the worst envvironment wheere WEMAS could be likelly installed, that
is to say the emergency
e
divvision of the SSenigallia hosp
pital, built with
h a heavy massonry structuree (see Figure 66
a), whose thicckness ranges between 0.4 aand 1.2 m.
3
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b)

c))

a))
Figure 6. Ground levell plan of the SSenigallia Hosp
pital Emergen
ncy division (aa); details of a 0.4 m thich solid
s
bricck wall (b) andd of a partition
ning wall (c).
Senigalllia Hospital Emergency
E
D
Division is a th
hree level buillding, charactterized by verry thick solid brick
made wallls (Figure 6-b)), and partition
ning walls buiilt with hollow
w-solid bricks (Figure 6-c). Its cramped space
s
organizatio
on makes locaalization a touugher task.
Follow
wing first preliminary experiiments, the fin
nal testing havve been carrieed out at the ground
g
level of
o the
Emergenccy Division. Figure
F
7 illusttrates fixed devices positio
oning through
hout the struccture: as it caan be
noticed a ZC device haas been placedd close to the middle of thee left side corrridor, next to the left wall, while
w
R devices havve been deployyed as followss:
sixteen ZR
 ninee ZR in the tw
wo corridors (n
no. 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 21, 22)
2 ;
 six ZR
Z in six diffeerent rooms allong the corriddors (no. 1, 14, 15, 16 17, 233);
 one ZR (no. 20) next
n to the do
oor of one room.
The ph
hotographic reeport in Figurre 7-b depicts some of the routers
r
installed on the hosspital’s walls: it
i can
be noticedd that this sugggested techno
ology requires rather small sized
s
devices, properly packkaged and fixeed on
the walls with
w reversiblee means (like gglue or similarr systems).

a
a)

b))

Figure 7. WEMAS
W
instaallation layoutt in Senigallia Hospital
H
Emeergency Divisiion (a), and ph
hotographic reeport
of some devvice positionin
ng (b).
Insteadd ZED devices have been moved acrosss nine different positions during testin
ng, as illustrateed in
Figure 8-aa, in order to verify that all the room inccluded within the
t emergencyy division can
n be tracked byy our
system. Lo
ocalization havve been perfo
ormed using th
he algorithm detailed
d
in paragraph 4.
It has to be outlineed that our ssensor devices hold a buillt-in mechanissm for RSSI evaluation of the
s
always limited
l
betweeen -95 dBm and
a -40 dBm (that is to saay, if the receiived RSSI is lower
l
received signal
than -95 dBm
d
than it is neglected; ottherwise if it iss higher than -40 dBm, than it is outputtted at -40 dBm
m). A
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good commuunication qualiity is assured if RSSI valuee higher than -85 dBm is measured
m
by att least one ZR
R,
when the ZED
D is located in
n every positio
on of the building.
Experimen
ntal tests gavve back good results from
m this point of
o view. Figurres 8-b and 8-c
8 show som
me
examples of the
t performedd localization tests: in everyy case the recceived RSSI was
w higher thaan -85dBm, th
he
strongest ZR was identifiedd as the closest and a goodd match betweeen the real an
nd the estimatted position fo
or
the blind nodde (i.e. ZED) was
w obtained.
As guide-lline for furtheer installationss it was also noticed
n
that: a 350 m² large built area, surrounded
s
an
nd
subdivided byy heavy walls,, can be moniitored by usin
ng 16 ZRs, th
hat is to say one ZR per 200 m² large buiilt
area. ZRs muust also be insttalled next to aall door openiings, in order to avoid ZED
D localization errors.
Position n.1

Po
osition n. 4

Reaal position

R position
Real

E
Extimated
positioon
Exxtimated positionn
c)
b)
Figure 8. Vaarious location
ns occupied b
by the ZED deevices during testing
t
(a); com
mparison betw
ween real and
estimated po
ositions (b, c)..
a)

6.

Conclussions

Performan
nce analyses relative
r
to maaxi-emergenciees managemen
nt allowed ideentifying a serries of featurees
that our WEM
MAS can offeer in order to
o become a sttrategic instrument either in
n the case off massif victim
ms
affluence, or in hospital’s daily activitiees. In the last case, the ado
option of the WEMAS can
n be useful fo
or
ommunication
n managementt, besides imp
proving structture’s safety leevel, achievable
optimized ressource and co
through the in
nstallation of the full-wireleess, low invasivve system, based on our un
nique technolo
ogy.
First locallization experriments demo
onstrated the reliability of the WEMASS, even in casse of buildinggs
having very heavy
h
structurees.
Within litttle time, a pro
ototypal versio
on of WEMASS system, enddowed with so
ome further fuunctionalities of
o
Table 1, will be installed and tested in
n the emergen
ncy Departmeent of Senigalllia Hospital for continuouus
experimental monitoring.
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